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PETER AUREOL
INTUITION, ABSTRACTION, AND
DEMONSTRATIVE KNOWLEDGE

Introduction

Peter Aureol (c. 1280--1322) was one of the most influential and original
philosophers of the early fourteenth century. A member of the Franciscan
order, Aureol became a master of theology at the University of Paris in
13'8. The following selection is taken from the prologue to his major
work, his commentary on Lombard's Sentences.

The official topic of this question concerns divine illumination: specif,
cally, whether God could illuminate someone in this life with the articles
of faith in such a way that this individual would have knowledge of these
propositions. On its face, this might seem unlikely, because such articles
regarding the incarnation, the Trinity, etc. - are supposed to be held by
faith alone in this life. (In the next life, in the "light ofglory," matters will
be quite different.) But Aureol wants to know whether it would be
possible, if only in principle, for God to provide illumination that would
provide a "wayfarer" (someone in this life) not just with a stronger faith,
but with genuine knowledge. Aureol accepts the standard medieval ac
count of knowledge (scientia) as requiring a demonstrative proof. (To stress
this point, we sometimes translate scientia as "demonstrative knowledge.")
So the present question raises the problem of whether illumination could
conceivably supply this sort of demonstrative evidence. In other words,
could someone granted illumination in this life ever prove the mysteries of
the faith? Aureol's answer is Yes.

Although the question is cast in terms of divine illumination, Aureo!'s
real interest is in the nature of knowledge. In the course of his affirmative
answer, Aureol has to distinguish knowledge from faith. This leads him to
Scotus's influential distinction between two kinds of cognition (nolitia),
intuitive and abstractive. Scotus had claimed that intuitive cognition always
takes as its object something that is present to the cognitive agent. Aureol
objects to this account by describing various cases of nonveridical percep
tion, such as afterimages and double vision, where there is no object
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corresponding to what is being perceived. Aureo!'s own proposal is that an
intuitive cognition, at both the sensory and intellectual levels, i$ a cogni
tion that is direct (not ,inferential), and that makes the object appear
present, actual, and existent.

Lurking in the background is Aureol's theory of apparent being, which is
what he takes to explain how objects - even nonexistent objects - can
appear to be present before one's mind. This will be the topic of Transla
tion 9.

For further reading on this subject, see CHLMP VI.21, "Faith, Ideas,
Illumination, and Experience," and VI.22, "Intuitive and Abstractive Cog
nition." Regarding Aureol in particular, see Tachau (1988) atid Pamau
(1998a).

Intuition, Abstraction, and Demonstrative KnowleCige

Scriptum, prooemium! QZl

In the present section, since Master Lombard puts his trust in divine help,
the question can therefore be rightly asked:

Can God provide to a wayfarer some light in virtue ofwhich theological
truths are demonstratively known (scientifice cognoscantur)?

.-.... Initial Arguments

1. Arguments for Such a Light'

6. It seems that God could provide some light that energizes ar\d elevates
the intellect, under the influence of which we would clearly understand
the articles of faith in such a way that conclusions deduced from 'articles so
understood would be cognized as knowledge. For God can provide a light
that .elevates and strengthens the intellect in such a way that everything
passively knowable in propositions is brought to actuality; fot to every

1 Translated in collaboration with Charles Bolyard.
2 See Henry of Ghent, Quodlibet 12.2. (See also Translation 5, for Ghent's more gen~ra1 views on

illumination.)
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passive potentiality there is possibly a corresponding active potentiality.
Therefore for everything passively knowable it is possible that a light be
correspondingly made, which would play an active clarifying role. But in
propositions formed from the articles of faith, their passive knowability
and cognizability lie hidden. For such propositions are either immediate,
in which case they are cognizable at once, or they are mediate. In the
latter case, given that between two terms (predicate and subject) there
cannot be an infinite number of intermediaries, {I78} it is possible to
reach immediate propositions that will be cognizable in themselves.
Therefore God can provide a light by which the articles of £lith are
sufliciendy cognized.

7. Moreover, between species maximally distant from one another, God
can produce an intermediary. But the light of glory and the obscure light
of faith are maximally distant from one another in species. Therefore God
can provide an intermediary light, less than the light of glory, but more
than the light of faith, in which the articles of faith are demonstratively
known.

8. Moreover, any thing that can be cognized in three ways - by faith,
as knowledge, or intuitively - can have three corresponding lights in
which the thing is in these three ways cognized.o For example, when one
hears from an astronomer that a future eclipse will occur at a certain day
and hour, one cognizes this through faith. But if one knows it through
astronomical calculation, one cognizes it as knowledge. And if one intuits
it visually by the moon's position, one cognizes in a higher way, intuitively.
Accordingly, there are three lights: the first being the least, the third the
greatest, and the second intermediary. But with regard to the [theological]
truths we believe, one can have the first cognition and the first light; this
is the obscurity of faith. One can also have the third cognition and the
third light; this is the clarity of heaven. Therefore, one could have had an
intermediary cognition that would be knowledge and an intermediary
light in which such truths are known.

9. Moreover, with respect to these truths God can provide the light of
knowledge: a light that comes with necessary arguments, since knowledge
stems from necessary arguments. But according to. Richard of St. Victor
(in De trinitate bk.I, ch. 4), to explain those beliefS that are necessary [for
salvation], "there is no lack of arguments that are plausible, indeed eveno
necessary, although it sometimes happens that they escape our scrutiny."
Therefore, with respect to such truths God can provide some light in
which they are known.
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10. Moreover, knowing whether something is possible in God is the
same as knowing whether it is necessary. For in the case of divine truths,
whatever is possible is entirely necessary, since God is a necessaryi being to
the highest degree (according to Avicenna in Metaphysics I [chs. 6'-7]). But
God can provide a light by which such truths are known to be' possible,
because if their impossibility is inferred from some syllogism, i\ will be
mistaken either in matter 'or in form.3 But every mistake in matter can be
detected thrOUgh one of the various branches of knowledge, whereas a
mistake in form can be detected through logic, assuming logic and the
various branches of knowledge are perfecdy grasped. {179} l1he,efore,
since God can perfecdy provide these kinds of knowledge, he' can also
provide a light with which one would refute every syllogism pro"ing that
the truths we believe are impossible. Indeed, by this light one 'will as a
consequence know these truths to be possible. Therefore, by the same
light, one will know how to sepatate what is necessary from what is
impossible.

1 1. Moreover, anything God can provide suddenly and in passing, he
can provide for a long time, enduringly. But God gave the light of the
highest faith to the prophets in passing, suddenly. Therefore, he could
provide a similar light to the faithful enduringly, for a long time.

12. Moreover, cognizing a conclusion is the effect of the premises. But
God can provide every effect of a secondary cause without tlpt cause.
Therefore God could provi<le a clear and luminous cognition of the truths
we believe without the premises' being grasped, and as a consequence
these truths wouldb,,· cognized by a higher light than the obscure light of
faith. '

13. M9,iei6ver, a cognition of the terms is distinct in reality from a
,. .• "i

cognition': of their connection and combination, as is self-evident.
Therefore, [God] could clarify one's cognition of the combination and
connection of the terms without clarifying one's simple cognition of the
terms. Thus he could provide a clear cognition of the propositi<iln God is
three and one, even while one has an obscure and enigmatic cognition of
both terms, 'God' and 'three.' Such a light and such a cognition are higher
than faith, but lower than the beatific vision in which God and the trinity
are intuitively cognized. Therefore, God can provide such an intermediary
light. [14] This is confirmed by the fact that God can provide a dognition
that is certain of the proposition The Antichrist will exist, even given that a

:l That is, either one or more of the premises will be false, or the form of the syllogism will be invalid.
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human being does not have a simple cognition clearly of the Antichrist, as
regards his form and person.

r5. Moreover, it is neither plausible nor safe to say that the saints have
spoken falsely and boastfully of themselv,es. But Saint Augustine, in his
Contra epistulam fundamenti [sec. 14], says "I profess the Catholic faith, and
through this I am confident of achieving certain knowledge." Richard also
says (where quoted above), "Our efforts in this work are, for the things
we believe, to bring forth arguments that are not merely plausible but
even necessary." Also, Augustine often says that the light in the faithful
and wise is different from the light ofsimple faith.' Therefore it seems that
such a light absolutely should be posited. {r 80}

2. Arguments for This Light as an Abstractive Cognition'

r6. It further seems that God could provide a light that is nothing other
than a clear and distinct abstractive cognition of the quidditative notion of
deity, from which all truths concerning the persons and their attributes and
other intrinsic features can be derived as knowledge. For whenever the
memory of some object remains in any intellect from a prior intuitive act,
this intellect can have an abstractive cognition of that object. This is clear,
because the memory of an object is an abstractive cognition, because it
abstracts from the presence (praesentialitas) of the thing. But from the
intuition of deity that Saint Paul suddenly had, the memory of deity, as
suddenly seen, remained in his intellect. So he himself testifies in II Corin
thians 12:2, that he was suddenly carried off to the third heaven. According to
Augustine, this should be understood as referring to a vision of deity. And
in the same place the Apostle adds that he heard secret words that human
beings are not permitted to speak. Therefore it seems that there was an
abstractive cognition of deity in his intellect, even while he was a wayfarer.
Hence God can similarly provide this to any of the faithful.

'7. Moreover by whatever kind of cognition one cognizes an act and
its relationship to an object, through that same kind of cognition one can
cognize the object. But one can cognize abstractively both the act by
which one cognizes God and the relationship to God as cognized, because
these are wholly created. Therefore the object, God and his proper essence,
could also be cognized abstractively.

4 See n.39 below.
s Cf. Scotus, Quodlibet 7.19-28.
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18. Moreover, it seems to be possible for there to be two cognitions of
God that are no different with respect to the object that is co~zed, and
that differ only with respect to the cognitive agent and to tl).e mode of
cognition. For although {I 8I} no diversity should be posited vyithin God,
nevertheless there is nothing absurd about different modes of cognizing
God. But intuitive and abstractive co~tion do not differ with respect to
the object that is cognized, because the very same thing that 'is cognized
intuitively can be cognized abstractive1y. In fact, we can dbstractive1y
cognize the existence of a thing when we see a lesser part of it, for we can
imagine how the rose exists on the branch [that we now see].' Therefore,
one can have abstractive and intuitive cognition of God, because they are
simply two diverse modes of cognizing the same object.

19. Moreover, anything whose essence differs conceptually from its
existence can be cognized a\>stractively. For the concept ofesseJilce without
existence will be an abstractive concept. But God's essence dia;ers concep
tually from his existence, although there is no real difference. Therefore, it
seems that God can be conceived abstractive1y. And this is cdnfirmed by
the fact that essence can be conceived without truth, goodr\ess, or any
other attribute, and so likewise without existence, it seems.

20. Moreover, an abstractive cognition is said to be that which concerns
an absent thing, and which abstracts from the thing's presence. But deity
can be conceived without its presence to us, since such presence is nothing
other than a relation of reason, and deity can be conceived: apart from
every relation ofr,eason. Therefore, it seems that deity could be conceived
abstractively. '

21. MCl,eover, a creature is not cognizable by us in more ways than
God is"it·'seems. J'llr each thing is cognized insofar as it is an actual being,
accordirtg to Metaphysics IX [IO5Ia22-3 3], and so to the extent a thing is
more acrnal it is more cognizable, and in more ways. But a rose and any
other created quiddity can be cognized intuitively and abstractive1y by us.
Therefore, so can deity.

22. Moreover, what is conceptually prior (prius per intellectum) can be
detached from anything posterior. But since deity is "a se'; of infinite
substance" according to Damascene,6 it is prior to existence, to presence,
and' to every attribute. Therefore it can be conceived without existence
and presence, and as a result it can be conceived abstractively.~I82}

6 De orthodoxafide, ch.9.
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3. Arguments against Knowledge by fllumination'

23. On the contrary, it Seems that no light elevating the intellect to
knowledge of our beliefS could be provided by God. For if such a light
were possible, it would have been provided to the blessed Virgin, the
apostles, the holy doctors, or masters in theology. But no one has ever
been provided with such a light:

o Not the Virgin, because she walked through faith. According to Church
teaching, faith resided in her on Holy Saturday; no one says that knowledge
of our beliefS resided in her on that day.

o Not the apostles either, because Paul testifies in II Corinthians 5:6-7 that
he went away from the Lord, walking through faith and not through sight.

o Nor was it provided to Augustine and the other holy doctors, because if
they had possessed this knowledge they surely would have passed it on
to us in their books on what is to be believed - something we don't find
them doing.

o It is also not provided to masters in theology: for no matter who is asked,
however great he is, he does not say at death that he has knowledge of
what is to be believed, but that it suffices for him to believe.

Therefore, such a light is not possible.
24. Moreover, if it were possible for a wayfarer to possess such a light,

it ought to have been infused during baptism. For just as nature does not
fail in what is necessary, but rather provides at the point of natural origin
everything that contributes to achieving natural perfection, so such a light
ought to be provided during the renewal ofbaptism, because it is necessary
for achieving a great spiritual perfection - a knowledge of our beliefS. But
this light is not provided during baptism: For no one has experienced it,
and it is impossible for the loftiest dispositions to be possessed and be
concealed from us. Therefore, such a light is not possible for a wayfarer.

25. Moreover, it is impossible for a wayfarer to possess what cannot
coincide with faith, because faith is the condition of this life, as the light
of glory is the condition ofheaven. But such a light cannot coincide with
faith. First, it would take away from the merit of faith. Also, they would
be contradictory, because faith contains darkness and obscurity, since it
concerns things that appear not, according to the Apostle in Hebrews II:r,
whereas this light would contain the appearance, and would supply evi-

1 Cf. Godfrey of Fontaines, Quodlibet 8.7.
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dentness and clarity. Also, £lith and opinion are incompatible.8 Also, that
light would provide demonstrative knowledge, but such knowledge can
in no way coincide with faith; otherwise, a mathematician could have
faith in the conclusions {1 83} that he knows. Therefore, such aJight is
not possible for a wayfarer.

26. Moreover, if this light were possible, it would be intermediary
between the light of faith and the light of glory, by either participation or
negation. But not by participation, because then it would be mor~ excel
lent than either one. For a mixture contains its ingredients virtually; thus a
human being is loftier than the elements between which flesh is ihterme
diary (according to De anima III [429b1S]). Nor can it be claimed 'that the
light is intermediary by negation, because then it could be separated from
faith and infused in an infidel. Therefore, it is not possible, it seenjs.

27. Moreover, it is impossible to provide an evident cognitIon of a
principle without providing a cognition and distinct cognition of its terms,
because this is necessarily required for the evident cognition ofa principle.
But no light apart from the state of glory can provide a distinct cognition
of the terms 'God' or 'trinity'.of persons,' because beatitude consists in a
distinct cognition of each. Therefore, such a light cannot be provided.

28. Moreover, it is impossible to adhere primarily to the sarne truth
through two different dispositions. But the faithful always adhere to and
hold onto articles through faith. therefore, they cannot be provicled with
another light through which they primarily hold onto these articles.

,
4. Arguments against This Light as Abstractive'

29. It furthef'seems,tqat a light could not be provided when it is taken as
an abstractIVe cognition of deity under a proper and distinct notion. Such
a cognition is impossible for a wayfarer. For every cognition of t4e divine
essence is beatific. But such an abstractive cognition would be of his
essence, clearly and distinctly. Therefore, it would be beatific.

30. Moreover, an abstractive cognition is either more perfect than an
intuitive cognition, or less perfect, or equally perfect. It is not less perfect,
because then God's {184} cognition of creatures would be less perfect

8 And so, ajortiori, faith and knowledge must be incompatible. By opinion, Aureal means the assent to
a proposition with some doubt about whether it is in fact true. In the previous questibn [nn. 96
III], Aureal had argued at length for the incompatibility of opinion and faith.

9 C£ HervaeusNatalis, Quodlibet 2.5.
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when they do not exist than when they do. For he has an abstractive
cognition when they do not exist, whereas he intuits them when they
exist; hence the existence of a creature would make divine knowledge
more perfect, which is impossible. So it is either more perfect, in which
case it would be more beatific, or it is equally perfect, in which case it
equally beatifies. Therefore, such an abstractive cognition is not possible
for the faithful while remaining wayfarers.

3 I. Moreover, cognitions that concern the same object under the same
aspect (ratione) are so related to one another that if one is beatific so is the
other. But an intuitive cognition concerns God under the aspect of deity,
and in the same way so does this supposedly possible abstractive cognition.
Therefore, since the intuitive would be beatific, so likeWise for the abstrac
tive, and so it would be impossible for a wayfarer. This is confirmed by
the fact that beatitude seems to consist in God's being clearly and sheerly
cognized through his essence, either abstractively or intuitively.

32. Moreover, a single relation of reason added to a cognition does not
make it beatific, for a human being is beatified only in the highest essence,
and therefore not in a relation of reason. But an intuitive cognition does
not grasp more of deity than an abstractive cognition would, except for a
single relationo of reason - namely, presence. For the whole of deity is
cognized abstractively except that it is not conceived ofas present, whereas
through an intuitive cognition it is seen as present. Therefore, the intuitive
Will not be beatific unless the abstractive is also beatific. Hence it cannot
be provided in this state of life.

33. Moreover, when the quidditative concept of a thing includes exis
tence, it cannot be conceived abstractively. For an abstractive cognition
abstracts from existence and nonexistence. But existence is included in the
quidditative concept of deity, because God is necessary existence.
Therefore deity cannot be conceived abstractively.

34. Moreover, an abstractive cognition presuppoSes an intuitive one.
For the universal is abstracted only insofar as the singular has been under
sense and intuition. But God cannot be cognized by a wayfarer intuitively,
and therefore not abstractively.

35. Moreover, whatever wayfarers cognize abstractively they cognize
by abstracting from a phantasm. But God is not a phantasm. Therefore, as
before.

36. Moreover, if God could be cognized abstractively, that cognition
would either extend immediately to the sheer essence of God or {I 85}
extend to some representation of it. But not to a representation, because
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then deity would not be cognized in itself and in its proper aspect, but
rather in its likeness, and also because deity cannot have a sufficient
representation. So it remains that such a cognition would extend to God's
sheer essence as it is in itself. Therefore, it would be intuitive.

37. Moreover, it seems improper to say that there is an intuitive cog
nition within intellect, because such a cognition is material in~smuch as it
concerns a t!liPg's presence, which is one of the material conditions under
which sensory cognition occurs. Further, the phrase 'abstractive cognition'
seems fictitious and improper. Therefore, deity is not open to being cog
nized in these ways.

Main Reply

38. In replying to this question, I will proceed in the following order.
First, I will present views opposed to those of two doctors. Second, I will
present a modern way of speaking and will investigate its truth. Third, I
will make some remarks so that we may see the point of the question.
Fourth, I will say what, it seems, ought in truth to be said regarding this
question.

Article I. Against the Views of Two Doctors
,
1. Henry of Ghent (Quodlibet 12.2)

39. ReJ'iling thevfirst, then, we should consider that some q.ave wanted
to say that God can provide a light by which the articles of £lith can be
cognized in this life more clearly than through the light of Crith, so that
through this light theologians can have demonstrative knowledge of truths
about God. But this view, even if it could be confirmed throqgh the nine
arguments introduced above (in what was argued in the first place [nn.6
IS]), is still mainly supported by authoritative texts from the saints, who
seem to place such a light beyond the light of faith. Hence Augustine lO

says' ofJohn 1:4 - the life was {I86} the light of men - that there are many
who cannot yet be raised to a spiritual understanding of the whrase In the
beginning was the IM>rd. "For an animate human being does not perceive

10 'Tractatus in EvangeUum Iohannis 1.1-2.
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this." He adds that when the Prophet says Let the mountains obtain peace for
the people, and the hills justice [psalm 7I/72;3], he understands by 'peace' the
wisdom by which greater minds are illuminated, and by )ustice' the faith
by which those lesser are illuminated. But the lesser would not receive
faith unless the greater had been illuminated by wisdom itself Also, in a
letter to Consentius [120.2]' Augustine speaks in these terms;

(As for the unity of deity and the distinction of Persons,) in which our faith
chiefly consists, see to it that you believe by authority alone, and that you do not
seek to understand the reason for it. For although I undertook to see the meaning
of this secret, I could not have arrived at it in any way unless God had aided my
intellect.

Augustine makes many similar remarks about a double light.
40. These claims not withstanding, it should be said [in reply] that this

light can be understood in one way as that by which the articles of the
faith are more clearly cognized as regards their terms. Neither the Connec
tion nor any discord between these terms would be seen through this
light; the light would instead remove any discord arising from arguments
to the contrary or from a defect in the plausible arguments conveying an
understanding of the articles. With respect to a light of this kind, God
certainly can provide it to the greatest degree, beyond what can be pro
vided to some degree through both natural ingenuiry and the study of
theology (as discussed in the previous question).11

Alternatively, such a light can be understood as that by which the
connection between terms in the articles of faith is seen and not merely
believed. This can happen in two ways. First, it can happen under the
concepts of the terms that we possess in this life of 'God,'o 'three,' etc.;
these are of course not proper and distinct concepts of deiry and the triniry
ofpersons. Second, it can happen under the proper concepts ofdeiry, triniry,
etc. If the light is proposed in this last way, as that by which these sorts of"
proper concepts of terms are possessed and their connections are seen,
then it certainly is possible for such a light to be provided. But this
coincides with and is the same as an abstractive cognition, something not
understood by the proponent of this light, [Henry of Ghent,] but under
stood by the modern doctor who will be discussed in the second article,
Gohn Duns Scotus]. The result, then, is that this doctor understands such
a light in the second way under discussion - namely, that it happens under

11 Prooemium QI, esp. nn. 92-95 (ed. Buytaert, pp. 159--60).
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the concepts of terms that are either of the same kind as every wayfarer
has, or at least not proper to deity {I 87} and the divine trinity, and that
the connection and the combination of these terms are seen in the articles
of faith. When the light is understood in this way, it cannot p\,ssibly be
posited.

4I. This conclusion can be established in many ways. For it is impossi
ble to see the connection and combination of any terms unless! one sees
the foundation of the connection and the founding nature (ratio fundandl).
For a connection is a kind of relation; but one cognizes a relation only
once one cognizes the foundation, the relatum, and the foundidg nature.
Certainly, it is impossible to cognize the conformity of two thi,i"gs unless
one cognizes that quality in which they conform. But no concept what
soever, except that which is proper to deity and the trinity of persons, is
the foundation of the connection and combination in God is three and one.
For if some other concept were such a foundation, then either (I) it will
be a disparate concept, concerning a being other than God, and then such
a being will be three personally and one essentially, which cannot be
allowed; or (2) it will be a common concept proper to God, sUFh as that
of the first actuality of being, or pure actuality, or something similar. And
it is certain that such conceptions are neither the foundation nor the
founding nature of this connection, because the trinity ofpersonS is within
God through the proper nature (rationem) of deity. Therefore it is impossi
ble to see this connection clearly through any light unless one, possesses
proper concepts of tl:1is kind.

42. Moreover, if!uch a connection [between terms] is seen, it is seen
either imme<jiately, or in the terms, or through other principles ~nd prop
ositions so.efi' first. It Gannot be said that it is seen through the terrns because

.~ .

these, as s'o [improperly] conceived, are not the cause of that connection.
Nor can it be said that it is cognized through prior propositions, because
either (I) they would go from the universal to the lower in concluding
that there is a trinity of persons in God, which cannot be because the
trinity is in God not through a common natnre (rationem) but through a
proper one; or (2) they would reach this conclusion a simili. But this too
cannot be. First, because there is more dissimilarity than similarity between
any given thing and the trinity of persons, according to Augustine in On
the Trinity XV [xx.39]. Second, because the argument a simili is ~ sophism,
as Aristotle suggests in Topics I [I03a6-23], unless in each of the similaro

objects there is a universal nature to which applies the predicate that,
through one of the similar objects, is proved of the other. So the soul of
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Socrates is proved immortal because the soul of Sortes is immortal. This
would not have held if immortality did not apply to both souls through a
common nature. {I88} But there plaiuly is no common nature through
which the trinity applies to God and to something else. The third principle
option - on which one immediately sees and cognizes the connection in
the articles of faith - is also unacceptable. For a thing can be cognized
only as it is naturally suited to be cognized, as is clear from Physics I
[184"'7-21]. But the connection [between terms] does not in fact have
the character of being primarily cognizable or being a first truth. It is
instead a resultant truth and is secondarily cognizable. Therefore no power
could provide a light by which this connection is cognized immediately
and at first. Therefore such a light is impossible.

43. Nor does it help ifone says that sometimes the connection is known
and yet the terms are not known. For example, without knowing the
figure and form of the Antichrist, someone can know and cognize that at
the Second Coming the Antichrist will appearY This does not help,
because it is not a case of clearly cognizing or seeing, but only ofbelieving
and firmly adhering. It is possible to adhere through faith to the connec
tion between terms without clearly cognizing those terms.

44. Moreover, God cannot take an act directed at an object and split
off the basis (rationem) by which it is formally directed at that object. For
instance, if one sees a wall through its color as the formal basis, then it is
impossible for the apprehending of color to be split off from the seeing of
the wall. Tho--same goes for choosing the means to an end and intending
the end. But the formal basis by which the intellect cognizes and is
directed at the connection between terms is the proper concept of each
term in the immediate propositions. For we cognize principles insofar as
we cognize their terms (Posterior Analytics I [72b23-25]). Therefore princi
ples are cognized through their terms, just as the means to an end is
desiredo through its end and, likewise, conclusions are cognized through
principles. Therefore, without the proper concepts of the terms, it is
impossible for a light to be provided by which one cognizes the connec~

tion or combination of any proposition whatsoever.
45. Nor does it help when some say that cognizing the terms is the

efficient cause of cognizing the principle and its combination, and when
they say that cognizing the premises efficiently causes a cognition of the

12 Cf. n. 14 above.
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conclusion." This is undoubtedly true for a cognition by which 'the terms
,

are cognized separately. But that cognition by which the conne~tion [be
tween terms] is cognized includes a cognition of the terms not efficiently
but formally - just as was proved in the present question In. i 44] for a
conclusion, relative to {I 89} its principle, and for the desire for the means
to an end, on account of the end.

46. Moreover, anyone who clearly cognizes and knows soml' connec
tion [between terms] cognizes it as necessary and impossible to 'be other
wise. But a connection can be conceived as necessary and imllossible to
be otherwise only through its terms. For a connection derives its necessity
from its terms, since of course no relation is a necessary being through
itself; rather, its necessity is based on something else. Therefore, the con
nection cannot be known unless one preconceives the terms t!tnder that
account by which they underlie the connection.

47. Moreover, as the terms when vocalized stand to the p;oposition
when uttered, so the concepts of the terms stand to the total 40ncept of
the principle. But it is impossible for a proposition to exist as an utterance
without the terms being there, as spoken words. Therefore it is impossible
for the concept of a principle to exist, with a cognition of it, without the
concepts of the terms being there, as parts of this principle, with a cogni
tion of these same [terms]. But they are not parts under a coufused and
common concept, but rather under a proper concept. For a proposition
that is immediate under a proper concept is not immediate un4er a com
mon concept. For this is immediate:

, ,
A triangle has' three angles

whereas {hfs is not; ,~

A shape has three angles.

Instead, the latter can be proved from a lower proposition, and this pre
cludes its being immediate, according to the Philosopher in PO$terior Ana
lytics I [72a6--<), bl9-22]. Therefore it is impossible to c~gnize plearly and
sheerly the combination of any proposition without having the proper
concepts of its terms.

48. Moreover, just as the connection [between terms] stands to its
proper terms qua existence, so it stands qua being cognized. But it is
impossible for a connection to exist without its proper terms. Therefore,

13 Cf. n. 12 above.
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it is impossible for it to be conceived without the proper concepts of these
same terms.

49. So from the above it is clear that a light by which the connection
[between terms] is seen and clearly cognized cannot be granted. But a
light can be granted by which the terms are more clearly cognized, by
which all discord among the terms (arising from contrary arguments) is
removed, and which nourishes the connection between these terms in the
minds of the weak, who on account of such doubts strongly resist [the
faith] unless they have plausible arguments in favor of the connection.
This light is the theological disposition discussed above;" all the authori
tative passages {I90} from Augustine concern this light, not that fictitious
light that cannot possibly be posited.

2. Godfrey of Fontaines (Quodlibet 8.7)

50. On this account, others say that such a light is impossible, and for this
there are the six arguments introduced in the third section above [nn. 23
28]. This position maintains its conclusion above all because such a light,
if granted, could not coincide with faith. But though such a claim is true
as regards its conclusion, still its means of argument do not go through, as
will become clear when I answer them [nn. 140-46]. Also, the claim that
such a light is incompatible with the faith needs scrutiny. But this has more
of a place in book III of the Sentences, and so it should be passed over for
now.

Article 2. A Modern Account

1. The View of Scotus (Quodlibet 7.1Ir-28)

51. With respect to the second article, then, it should be noted that some,
coming closer to the truth, said that God can provide {191} a light by
which the terms of the articles of faith are cognized under their proper
concepts. 'God,' for example, would be cognized under the notion of
deity, properly and distincrly. This light would be nothing; other than an
abstractive cognition of the sheer and unmixed essence of deity. And these
doctors present four arguments, in sequence.

14 Cf, n, 40, and also "Prooernium Ql, esp. un. 92~S (ed. Buytaert. pp. 151)-60).
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52. First, they explain what abstractive and intuitive cognitions are. An
intuitive cognition is that which COncerns the presence and existence of a
thing and has as its terminus the thing as existing in itsel£ An ~bstractive

cognition is said to be that which abstracts from being and !/onbeing,
existing and nonexisting, and from the thing's presence. In this .manner I
intuit a rose when I grasp its presence, whereas I cognize it ab!tractively
when I consider its quiddity and nature. Each of the two are possible for
the intellect. For it is, certain that an angel intuits a rose, wheri it exists,
whereas when the rose does not exist the angel considers its essence
abstractively.

53. Second, they prove that the divine essence can be cognized abstrac
tively, just as can every quidditative nature. For God can do through his
will alone whatever he can do by means of his essence. But by' means of
his essence he moves the intellect of the blessed to a clear ~nd sheer
cognition of himself. This is of tour« an .intuitive cognition, ill that the
intellect has as its terminus God's essence as truly present and. existent,
since it moves [the intellect] in this way. Therefore God could Inove that
intellect to a cognition of his sheer and clear essence through his will
alone. But it is certain that such a cognition has as its terminus the divine
essence under the same notion under which the intellect is moved toward
it. But it is moved not through the presence and existence of the divine
essence, but through the command of God's omnipotent will, therefore,
such a cognition will have as its terminus God's essence not as existing and
present, but solelY1:>r abstracting from existence and presence. Adcordingly,
it will not be an in~itive cognition, but rather an abstractive one.

54. Third, they prove that this kind of cognition is possible for a
wayfurer};.Fbr every£ognition is possible for a wayfarer that does not put
him in a'beatific state of understanding. But an abstractive cognition of
the divine~essence is not beatific. Rather, only an intuitive cognition is:
first, because to see God through his essence, which is beatific, i~ to know
him intuitively. Also, because there could be an abstractive cognition even
supposing per impossibile that God did not exist - in the way that the
quiddity of a rose {192} is cognized abstractively when the rose does not
exist. Therefore, this kind of cognition is possible for a wayfarer;

55. Fourth, they prove that through this cognition theological truths
could be demonstratively known, even a priori. For whoever cognizes a
subject under its proper and quidditative account (ratione) can Gognize all
the truths contained virtually within that subject. For the tnith of the
conclusion is contained virtually in the truth of the principle, and the
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cognition of the other term of that principle (the predicate) is contained
virtually in the account of the subject. For according to the Bishop of
Lincoln [Robert Grosseteste] in Posterior Analytics I [ch. 4], principles
belong to the second mode of per se predication when in them a proper
attribute (passio) is predicated of the defining account of the subject, on
which depends a cognition of the attribute. Hence all demonstrative truths
are reduced to the defining account of the subject. But this is an abstractive
cognition, because demonstrative knowledge abstracts from the subject's
being and nonbeing. For it remains when the thing is destroyed, and for
this reason there can be no knowledge of singulars, only estimation (ac
cording to thc Philosopher in Metaphysics VII [I039b27-40a7]). Therefore,
since an abstractive cognition of the quidditative notion of'deity could be
provided to the intellect of a wayfarer, as was stated [no 54], it follows that
a light could be provided to a wayfarer by which he would know the
articles and truths of faith - those truths, I mean, that ale by the nature of
things necessary, not voluntaryO and contingent. And this way of positing
[such a light] seems entirely rational, beautiful, and subtle.

2. Against Seotus (Hervaeus Natalis, Quodlibet 2.5)

56. To some this view seems unreasonable in both its conclusion and its
proof In its conclusion it seems unreasonable because every first cognition,
which no other precedes, seems to have as its terminus the thing as it is in
its existence (entitate), and consequently it is an intuitive cognition. For if
it is first then the intellect forms through it a determinate concept of the
thing - not under this or that posterior notion, but {193} under the
existent (entitativa) reality of it, which is both prior and fundamental, and
from which other concepts are formed under secondary notions. But a
cognition of the divine quiddity is immediately first; nothing else precedes
it. For if something else precedes this cognition, either (I) it is a cognition
ofsomething other than God, in which God is revealed, which cannot be
because it is impossible for deity to be revealed in anything created that is
cognized objectively; or (2) it is a cognition of God himself, and then
either (a) it would concern the existence ofGod, which cannot be because
then existence would precede essence, and the cognition of existence
would precede the cognition of quiddity; or (b) it would concern the
quiddity itself - in which case we have our conclusion: that it is first.
Therefore a cognition of the divine quiddity always has as its terminus the
thing as it is in its existence, and consequently it will always be intuitive.
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57. Moreover, ifone has an abstractive cognition ofGod;s quiddity, one
grasps either the nominal quiddity alone or the real quiddity (q~id nominis
aut quid ret). It cannot be said that one grasps only the nomim1 quiddity,
because then one would not have a greater cognition than c!me has of
fictitious entities. Therefore, it remains that it is a real quiddity. But it is
impossible to cognize the real quiddity of a thing without cognizing that
it is a certain nature actually existing in the natural world, or that it possibly
exists. But someone who perfecdy and evidendy cognizes the divine
essence cognizes it as actually existing, not as naturally suited t<i> exist and
as merely possible. Therefore someone who cognizes the divire essence
always cognizes it as aCtually existing and as a consequence cognizes it
intuitively.

58. Moreover, it is impossible to cognize a real quiddity without cog
nizing whether it exists - actually and potentially, in the case of things
other than God, but in God's case [the existence must be] act"'al. This is
clear, because the question What is it? presupposes the questi;on Does it
exist? (see Posterior Analyties II [92b4-8]). But an abstractive cognition
concerns God's real quiddity - what he really is. Therefore, it necessarily
concerns whether he exists, and as a consequence it will be an intuitive
cognition.

59. In its proof, the view seems unreasonable in three ways. First, it
falsely supposes that God imprints a vision on the beatified intellect as if
he were bringing it about naturally and acting from the necessity of his
nature. is This is ofcourse not true, because whatever God does in creatures
he does through frre choice and not. by natural necessity, accor(llng to the
truth ofth~.faith.

60. Second, if this assumption is true, then the propositi0"l by which
the entir~ proof is supported is destroyed - namely, that whatev,'" God can
do by reason of a naturally moving object, he could {194} do through his
will' alone In. 53]. But if God moves by natural necessity then this propo
sition is false. For those things that are contained in God by tHe necessity
of his nature are not within his will. For example, it is not wit1)in the will
ofthe Father to generate the Son or to be God.

61. Third, by parity of reason it is concluded from this proof that God

15 This is suggested by n. 53. where the claim is that God would produce an abstractiV;e apprehension
of hitnself through his will, and an intuitive apprehension through his essence, direc'dy. So it might
seem that in the latter case, the will isn't involved at all, and hence that "God imprints a vision on
the beatified . . , from the necessity of his nature."
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could bring about an intuitive cognition without the presence of an exist
ing object moving [the intellect] by its own reality. This follows from the
claim that he can bring about by will alone whatever he brings about
through the movement of his essence [n.53]. For by his will alone he will
make an intuitive cognition exist without that which moves [the intellect]
- something that is rejected by those who advance this proof

3. Defense 'If Scotus

62. But these objections not withstanding, the pOSItiOn of the earlier
Subtle Doctor still remains, uriless another objection is raised. For the first

three arguments [nn. 56--58] are supported by a false supposition and a
shaky foundation. For they assume that the existence and actuality of a
thing cannot be cognized abstractiveIy, which appears &lse in many ways.

63. First, an astronomical cognition, since it counts as demonstrative
knowledge, certainly counts as abstractive. But an astronomical cognition
can concern the existence and actuality of a thing: first, in the future,
because an astronomer knows that the actuality and existence of an eclipse
will come at a certain day, hour, and minute; second, in the past, because
the astronomer knows that an eclipse did occur at a certain time; third, in
the present, because even if he is in a closed vault, he would know to say
at the time of the eclipse: "Now it begins, now it is at the halfway point,
now it ends." Vet it is clear that he does not intuit it. Therefore, an
abstractive cognition can concern the existence and actuality of a thing.

64. Moreover, memory and its act (the act of remembering) full within
abstractive cognition. But memory pertains to the existence and actuality
of a thing. For we recollect only the actual occurrences of things that have
happened. Therefore an abstractive cognition can concern the actuality of
a thing. {I95}

65. Moreover, imagination is an abstractive cognition directly contrary
to intuitive cognition. But imagination reaches directly toward the exis
tence, presence, and actuality of a thing. For example, someone within a
vault can imagine that there is an eclipse now, or someone hearing the
voice of a man without seeing him can imagine that he is a certain sort of
man. Therefore, as before.

66. Moreover, a cognition that comes via a demonstration is knowledge
and is consequently abstractive. But an astronomer demonstrates that the
actual earth is round and that the heavens are spherical, and a medical
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doctor who sees urine infallibly cognizes that there is a certain disease in
the body. Therefore, an abstractive cognition, preeminently, can concern
the actuality, presence, and existence of a thing.

67. So the three arguments do not work. The first [no 56] does not,
because granted that a cognition of God's quiddity has as its terminus the
reality and existence of God, it nevertheless has its terminus not Intuitively
but abstractively, in an imaginary like way (quasi imaginarie) - Just like the
cognition with which the astronomer in his vault imagines and knows that
an eclipse is actually occurring at this time. In the same way the second
argument [no 57] also fails, because through an abstractive coglrition one
cognizes the real quiddity of God and that he really exists. But Ithe whole
is cognized abstractively, in an imaginativelike way, as was silid of the
eclipse. And it is clear for the same reason that the third argument In. 58]
does not go through.

68. The other three arguments [nn. 59--{jr] proceed from, two false
suppositions. The first of the two is that the Subtle Doctor means to say
that the divine essence moves the intellect of the blessed naturally and by
the necessity of its nature, not freely and from the power of the will. He
does not say this. For it is clearly one thing for the divine essence to move
the intellect as the executive cause (executive), through a command of the
will directing it toward such motion. (It is in this way that the :nature of a
human being is said to generate another human being, even though this
occurs only through the will's direction.) It is another thing for the divine
essence to move tltl" intellect by the necessity of its nature. This is certainly
false, and was never,'said by this Doctor.

69. Then:fore, the first argument [n. 59] shows that the divine essence,
with res!ett to moving the intellect of the blessed, acts through :divine free
choice, directing God's essence toward this kind of motion. 110r does it
show anything but that this motion comes from his essence immediately,
as the executive cause. {r96}

70. The second argument In. 60] would go through if the IDoctor had
accepted that God's essence produces movement by the necessity of its
nature. But he accepts the opposite, namely that God's essence, In produc
ing movement, is under the control of will. And so it is re'\Sonable to
conclude that God can do immediately through his will alone that which
he can do by means of his essence, as the executive cause.

71. The third argument [no 6r] is supported by a [second] supposition
that is not true according to this Doctor: namely, that an intuitive cogni-
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tion is a thing by itself (solum quid) and absolute, not implying anything
relative (ad aliquid) or an actual relationship to the existence of the object.
And so it should be said that, on his [Scotus's] view, it is a contradiction
that an intuitive cognition could be separated from its actual relationship
to the object's actuality and existence. For this relationship exists formally
within an intuitive cognition, and on his view this is what differentiates it
from an abstractive cognition. But if a relationship to an object is posited,
then it is necessary for that object's actuality to be posited. Therefore if an
intuitive cognition is posited, then it is necessary for that object's actuality
to be posited.

72. So when this Doctor asserted that whatever [God's) will can bring
about by means of his essence it can bring about immediately In. 53], he
was explicitly referring to whatever is not relative to another. Thus he
indicated that [God's will] could not bring about that which implies a
relationship to and is relative" to his essence and its actuality, like an
intuitive cognition. If he had in fact said this, then the proposition in
question would be false. For God cannot bring about any relative thing
without the presence of its relatum: He cannot bring about the Father
without the Son, and so too in other cases. But he can bring about an
abstractive cognition, because it does not involve a relationship to his
essence and its actuality.

Article 3. Further Remarks on Scotus's Position

73. As for the third article, we should consider that the subtle and modern
Doctor's position is true {197} in two respects: first, that there can be an
abstractive cognition of deity In. 53]; second, that this is not beatific and
so is possible for a wayfarer In. 54]. From this it follows, third that God
can provide such a light by which theological truths are demonstratively
known In. 55]. Yet in two other ways he seems to speak less truly In. 52]:
first, when he says that an intuitive cognition cannot be separated from
the actuality and presence of its object; second, when he defines an intui
tive cognition as that which has as its terminus the actuality, presence, and
real existence of an object, whereas he defines an abstractive cognition as
that which abstracts from these things, and does not have them as its
terminus.
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1. Intuitive Cognition ifAbsent Things

Scotus's view

74. The first of these errors, that an intuitive cognition can o~cur only
when its object is actually existing and present, seemingly can be proved.
For no relational designationo can be posited without its propet relatum:
for it is impossible to posit the Father without positing the Son. But an
intuitive cognition seems to be said relatively, designating the existence
and actual presence ofits object. For when one says

I see Peter,

it seems to follow that

Therifore Peter exists,

insofar as to see entails the existence of that which is seen, as its relatum.
Therefore, it is impossible for an intuitive cognition to occur without the
object's being present. This is confirmed by the fact that an actual relation
ship to an existing object is in reality the same as an intuitive cognition,
even if not formally the same.

75. Moreover, it is impossible for an intuitive cognition to odcur with
out the differentia that distinguishes it from an abstractive cognition, both
because a diffe~enti" cannot be separated from its object and hecause it
would occur and tneh in time cross over into an abstractive cognition. But
the differen,tja by ~hich an intuitive cognition is distinguished from an
abstractive ':is that '~t;{equires the existence of its object. For thi:y do not
differ with respect to their objects; rather, everything actual, existent, and
present - everything that is cognized intuitively - can be cogniz~dabstrac
tively. They are instead distinguished on account ofwhat is required, since
an intuitive cognition requires {I98} the existence of the thing cognized,
which an abstractive cognition does not require. Therefore, an intuitive
cognition cannot be separated from the existence of the thing cognized.

76. Moreover, just as an abstractive cognition is related to an object
placed in cognized being, so too an intuitive cognition is rel~ted to an
object placed in real being. But an abstractive cognition cannot ~xist unless
there is an object in cognized being. Therefore, an intuitive cognition
cannot exist unless the object is in cognized and real being.

77. Moreover, touch, taste, and the other senses no more require an
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object's presence than sight does. But it is possible to touch or taste only
that which is present. Therefore, so too for seeing or intuiting.

78. Moreover, something is necessarily required for intuition if, when
it is withdrawn, we are said right away not to intuit. But when the object
is removed we are said right away not to intuit, but to be deceived - as is
clear in the case of those who are tricked (ludificatis). Therefore, as before.

79. Moreover, if an intuitive cognition did not necessarily require the
actuality of its object, then (since an intuitive cognition of God is beatific)
a beatific coguition could occur without God's actuality and existence. But
this is an absurd conclusion to reach. Therefore, the assumption is also
absurd. it seems.

Aureol's View

80. But these arguments not withstanding, it should be said that an intui
tive cognition can occur when the object is absent and not actually present.
This can be shown in two ways.

81. First, by way of experience, which we should adhere to before
adhering to any logical arguments. For knowledge has its origin in expe
rience and, according to the Philosopher in Metaphysics I [98Ia7], the
common judgments that are the principles ofart are also taken from there.
Thus a sign that words are true is that they agree with what is perceived.
But experience teaches that an intuitive cognition in the senses and a
sensory vision do not necessarily require the thing's presence. There are
five experiences to show this.

82. The first occurs in visions left over from something intensely visible.
Augustine discusses this in De trinitate XI, ch. ii [sec. 4]:

Conunonly, after we have looked at the sun or anything luminous and then closed
our eyes, certain bright colors continue to hover (so to speak) in our vision,
variously changing and becoming less bright until they completely go away. They
should be understood as remnants of the form produced.in the sense.

And he concludes,

it was there even while we were seeing, and it was clearer and more distinct, but
it so coincided with the species of the thing discerned that it could not in any
way be distinguished~m it. This was our vision.

{'99} Thus it is clear that a vision of the sun or of other luminous objects
remains in the eye when the object recedes, according to Augustine and
to every experience.
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83. The second experience is in sleep and dreams. The Commentator
discussenhis near the middle of his treatise De somno et vigilia tpp. 98-99]:

While asleep a human being sees and senses through the five senses without any
external sense. obJect's being there. But this happens through a motion contrary
to what occurs while awake. For while awake external sense objects move the
senses, and the cornman sense moves the imaginative power. Bui in sleep the
imagined intention will be turned around: It will move the cornmbn sense, and
the common sense will move the particular power. So it happens Ptat someone
grasps sense objects even though they are not external, because their intentions
are in the organs of the senses, and it makes no difference whether the intentions
come from within or without.

Thus it is clear that sight is in the eye of someone who dreams he is
seeing, and hearing in the sense of hearing, and touch in fhe sense of
touch - all in the real absence of objects.

84. The third experience appears when people are afraid. :Disabled by
fear, they hear sounds and see terrible things. The Commentator attests to
this (ibid.), saying that "this happens to those who are afraid ~nd to those
who are sick, because of a weakness in the cogitative power, which is
disabled. As a result, such a thing happens to them."

85. The fourth experience occurs in those who are tricked. It is clear
and known to all that they see things that are not there, such as camps,
dogs, rabbits, etc."

86. The last experience occurs in those who have soft eyes. In their
case, when they see something red, the vision of red remains, so that
everytping they;s(oe app ears red.

87. These eXp~riences can therefore prove the thesis [n., 80]. For an
intuitiye1Eogniti,?~within intellect requires the object's presence no more
than Goes an intuitive cognition within sense. This is clear from the fact
that the term 'intuitive cognition' comes to intellect as derived from the
sense$. Further, the intellect is more abstract and independent than the
senses. But multiple experiences have proved that sensory int\lition can be
separated from the real presence of the object. Therefore the intellect's
intuition could be separatedall the more. {200}

88. Moreover, God is more powerful than either art or mature. But a

16 It is clear from n. 88 below that the ludificati, here and elsewhere. are peop1er who have been
purposefully deceived by illusions, hence tricked. This then is just one category of deception. In
Translation 9 (p. 235), Ockharn suggests that this sort ofdeception is often brougl)t about by an evil
demon.
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vision is produced through art without the presence of the visible object,
as is clear from those who are tricked. A vision is also produced through
nature, in those who are asleep, afraid, and sick (as both the Commentator
and Augustine taught above [nn. 82-84]). Therefore God can produce this
all the more.

89. But perhaps it will be said against these experiences first that such
visions are false, deceptional, and errors, and from errors and deceptions
one should make no arguments about true visions. Second, one might say
that they are not visions, but a judgment of the commOn sense, through
which we judge ourselves to see (as is clear in De anima II [42Sb2Q-24]).
Ht=nce those who are tricked do not see such things; rather, it seems to
them that they see, when the common sense judges that they do.

90. But these rebuttals do not block the demonstrations given above.
The first does not rebut but rather confirms the point. For there is no act
within the visual power that does not share the specific nature of vision.
But such [illusory] acts are in the eye, as both Augustine and the Com
mentator explicitly say. Augustine concludes, "this was our vision" [no 82].
The Commentator says that "a human being senses through the five
senses" [no 83]. Therefore, such experienced apprehensions share the spe
cific nature of vision. Therefore, no vision, by its specific nature, requires
the presence of the object.

91. Moreover, true and false apply to numerically the same cognition
without its undergoing any change, with only a change in the object (as is
clear according to the Philosopher in the Categories [4a21-27]). Hence the
assessment that Sortes is sitting is true when he is sitting but at once
becomes false when he stands up, though the assessment remains numeri
cally the same. But appearances of the above sort are false visions and
errors, according to this rebuttal. Therefore, they can be true while re
maining numerically the same - or at least they are of the same species as
true visions. As a consequence, the reality of the vision does not require
the real presence of an existing object, although the truth of a vision
requires this, since truth adds to the reality of a vision the relationship of
conformity to the thing.

92. The second rebuttal also does not go through, first because it clashes
with the Commentator and Augustine, who explicitly say that such ap
pearances occur in a particular sense [nn. 82-83]. Also, the common sense
is never actualized except through the particular senses' {201} coming into
actuality (as is clear from De anima II [42SbI2-19]). Also, if the common
sense judges that the eye sees then there must be something in the eye that
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it judges - namely, the appearance of the thing. But the appearance of a
thing existing in sight just is the vision itself. Also, the common jense does
not judge anything external. But, on this proposal, things that appear
external are judged. Also, even granted that this occurs in the! common
sense, our conclusion is still reached, because there is an intuitive icognition
without the object's presence. Therefore, the thesis is clear qy way of
experience, which produces knowledge.

93. The second way proceeds a priori. For it is certain that God can do
whatever does not imply a contradiction, even preserve the fou~dation of
a relation after the relatum is destroyed and the relationship is 1)0 more 
as Sortes is preserved after his son Plato is destroyed and Sorte!'s being a
father is no more. But an intellective vision, a sensory vision, and in
general every intuitive cognition are something absolute, the ibasis of a
relationship to the thing intuitively cognized. Therefore, God <;ould pre
serve an absolute intuition of this sort, even after the relationship is de
stroyed and there is no present object.

94. Nor does it help when some say that such a relationship is in reality
the same as the absolute entity, differing from it only formally, ~nd conse
quently that they cannot be separated from one other, becaus\' they are
the same thing. This clearly does not help, because it is impossible. For it
is impossible for a thing that is dependent in reality and a thing that is
independent in reality to be the same thing in reality. Nor is it enough for
them to be distinct formally; rather, they must be distinct in ~eality. For
having the status of!! real predicate requires a real distinction in tre subject,
just as a formal preili.tate requires a formal distinction, a predicate of reason
a distinctiOn of reason, a relational predicate a relative distincti6n, and an
absolute 'pr€dicate an. absolute distinction (as is clear from the PhlJosopher's
discussion oflarge and small in the Categories [sbIs-6aII]). Theireason for
this is that a real predicate inheres only in the nature (ratione) oE,the thing,
and its first subject is the thing, not a formality - otherwise the subject
would have less being than would that to which it is made subject.
Therefore, however much formal difference there is in the subject, still, as
long as it is the same reality, it is impossible for a real predicate taat inheres
in that reality to be denied of it without contradiction. Thus a ,thing that
is dependent in reality and a thing that is not {202} dependent ~re not the
same thing. But an intuitive cognition is independent in absolute reality
from everything else formally outside it, even if it efficiently depends on
God and on its object. The relationship within it to the intuited object,
however, is a thing dependent in reality on its object, as its £Inal term,
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because every relationship requires a relatum for its reality. Therefore it is
impossible for the absolute basis of an intuitive cognition to be the same
thing asO its relationship to the actuality of its object.Therefore, they could
be separated by divine power, as was said.

95. Moreover, God can preserve any thing without any other thing on
which it does not depend, or on which it depends only efficiently. For he
can suspend the efficient causality of any creature while preserving its
effect. But the absolute basis of an intuitive cognition is a certain thing
from the category of quality (according to those who posit such cogni
tions), and as a consequence it does not depend on its object, except only
efficiendy. For if, as a l1latter of its quiddity, som.ething were reqUired
formally and essentially for its reality, an object serving as its relatum'in
just the way that the real existence of a relation essentially requires a
relatum - if, I say, this were so regardingO the absolute reality ofan intuitive
cognition - then it would follow that it would not be a reality from the
category of quality, nor would it have the character ofsomething absolute.
Therefore it is necessary to say that God can preserve that reality, which is
there absolutely, without the presence of the object.

96. Nor are the above arguments to the contrary decisive. The first In.
74] . is not, because it assumes that an intuitive cognition is a wholly
relational designation and not something absolute, the opposite of which
has been said [nn. 93--95]. Further, it is not true that an intuitive cognition
is said relatively - unless relatively to the object as it is intuited.

97. The second argument In. 75] also does not go through, because it
is not true that requiring the object's real existence is the distinctive
differentia between abstractive and intuitive cognition. For an intuitive
cognition requires onlyo that something appear to the senses.

98. Nor does the third argument In. 76] go through, because it is not
true that an intuitive cognition requires an object with real being; it is
enough for it to have intuited being, as will be evident below [nn.r02
II].

99. The fourth argument In. 77] also assumes something false, that in
the cases of taste and touch, tasting and touching cannot occur in the
absence of the objects. {203} The oppOSite is clear in the case of someone
dreaming about flavors and various tangible qualities.

roo. Nor does the fifth argument In. 78] stand. We do not say that
those who are tricked see, but rather that they are deceived and that it
seems to them that they see. But we say this not because there is no vision
in them, but because it is a false vision. Similarly, when someone has an
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understanding that is not true, we customarily say that he do¢s not under
stand, :ilthough it is clear that in his intellect there is an intellection pointed
at something fulse.

IOI. The final argument [no 79] also does not go through, because an
intuitive cognition of God cannot be of him if he is non~xistent. This
impossibility arises not because God's actuality is required as the object of
the cognition, but because God's actuality is required as wh~t causes and
preserves the cognition. '

2. The Correct Account if Intuitive and Abstractive Cognition

I02. It is clear from the foregoing that abstractive cognitioh is not well
defined as a cognition that does not have as its terminus the ~xistence and
actual presence of its object, but instead abstracts from these things. For it
was proved above, at the end of the second article [nn. 62-+72], that the
actuality, presence, and existence ofan object can be cognizedi abstractively.
It is also clear, through the arguments introduced just above [un. 80--101],
that intuitive cognition is not well defined as a cognition that requires the
presence of its object. And so we have to see what the difference is
between these cognitions, and how each can be defined. {20~}

I03 ..It is very difficult to reach an understanding of intuiti~e cognition,
above all due to our lack of appropriate terms. But philosophiical authority
teaches that one .should coin words so that reality is not subj'ict to speech,
but speech to reality, as Hilary advises." So an intuitive cogpition can be
properly descr{~.e1i in these words: aso a direct presentive cognition° of
what it .extends to, objectively actuating and (so to speak) po~iting existen-
tially. f~ sf' ~;' ;''l'

I04: In explanation of this, notice that all these [quali*s] are most
apparent in sensory vision, from which the name is carried <!lver to intel
lectu~1 vision. Therefore we should recognize that imaginary cognition,
which is completely abstractive, and ocular cognition, which iis completely
intuitive, do not in any way differ with respect to theit! object. For
everything visible is imaginable: Just as color, straightness, <listance, pres
ence, and existence can be viewed ocularly, so they can be, apprehended
imaginarily. They differ, then, only with respect to how they' cognize. For

17 See De trinitate bk. 11, ch. 7.
18 ••• ut dicatur quod est cognitio direeta pmesentialis eius super quod transit obiective actuat/va et quasi posUilla

existenter.
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four conditions come together in how an ocular cognition extends to an
object, and these four are lacking when an imaginary cognition extends to
that object.

105. The first condition is directness. For the imagination neither ex
tends to nor apprehends the existence of the thing immediately, but does
so as if discursively from its cause, effect, or sign. This is clear in the case
of the astronomer in a vault who imagines, through calculations, the actual
occurrence of an eclipse, and also in the case of a doctor who imagines a
disease in the stomach through a sign that appears in the urine. An ocular
cognition, in contrast, extends directly and immediately, not discursively,
to the existence of the thing.

106. The second condition is presence. For however much the imagi
nation extends to the presence of a thing (by imagining, for instance, that
there is an eclipse present now to such a degree, with all the surrounding
details), one still imagines that thing as something absent, with respect to
the way it is grasped: For one reaches toward something present in an
absentlike manner. An ocular cognition, in contrast, reaches toward some
thing present in a present manner, and even reaches toward something
absent in a present manner, as is clear in those who are tricked and in all
the experiences introduced above [nn. 82-86]. For though the objects are
absent, if the vision is in the eye it reaches toward them in a present
manner, as is clear.

107. The third condition is the actualization of the object .. For however
much the imagination reaches toward the actuality of the thing (as when
one imagines {20S) the actuality of an eclipse) it still does not extend in
an actualizing manner, as if to put the eclipse in actual being through its
own power. An ocular cognition, in contrast, has such an attendant actu
alization that it makes the object appear in its actuality, even if it does not
actually exist, as is clear in the case of those who are tricked.

108. The fourth condition is its positing existence, which comes down
to much the same point. For an ocular cognition makes even those things
that do not exist in reality appear to be existing in reality.

109. Therefore, it is rightly said that an intuitive cognition is a direct
cognition as opposed to a discursive one [no 105], that it is present as
opposed to the absent mode in which the imagination reaches even toward
things that are present In. 106], and that it actualizes the object [no 107]
and posits its existence [no 108], since it makes the object's real existence
and actual position appear, even if the object does not exist. And in
contrast it is clear that an imaginary cognition lacks and abstracts from
these four conditions. It extends to its object neither directly nor presently,
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nor by actualizing or positingO existence, even if one imagin;es the object
to exist and be actual, and even if it is present.

I IO. Extending these remarks to intellect, there are these tWo modes of
cognition.. First, there is that which makes the presence, actuality, and
existence of an object direcdy appear. Indeed, this cognitiqn is nothing
other than a kind of present and actualizing appearance am) direct exis
tence of the object. This mode of cognition is intuitive. Seqond, there is
that which makes things appear neither direcdy, nor of themselves, nor
presendy, nor actualizingly. This mode of cognition is abstractive.

II 1. From the foregoing we can gather how abstractive and intuitive
cognition differ, and what the nature (ratio) of each is. For there are two
modes of formal appearance, given that an intellection is nothing other
than a certain formal appearance by which things appear objectively. In
one appearance, things appear as present, actual, and exist¢nt in reality,
whether or not they exist. This is intuition. In the other appearance,
whether or not a thing exists, it does not appear as presen~, actualizing,
and existent in reality, but in an imaginary and absendike mkner. Hence
this cognition could be called imaginary more properly than 4bstractive. For
the Philosopher (in Metaphysics XII [1072a30]) and the C0ntmentator (in
the same place [XII 37] and in De anima [Book I] 3) use lhis word for
intellect, calling such a cognition an "imagination {206} through intel
lect." Also, the phrase 'abstractive cognition' seems appropriate for the
cognition of universals, which occurs through abstraction. Also, there is
this way ofspeaJ<jng about intellective cognitions: that one ki(1d is intuitive
and present, iIi J!he manner of a sensory vision, whereas. the other is
imaginary and absent, in the manner of imagination, which r¢aches toward
the t14ng as absent. Therefore, by whateverO name it is called, it is never
theless' more properly spoken of in this way. Their difference, in brief,
consists· in presence and absence. These do not refer to whether the
cognized object exists, because imagination extends objecti'1ely to absent
and present things, and intuition also extends to both. (The Case of trickery
proves that it reaches toward absent things.) Rather, 'absenee' and 'pres
ence' refer to the mode of cognizing and reaching toward an object.

3. A Poor Definition of Intuitive Cognition

112. The definition that some assign to intuitive cognition is; therefore not
a good one." They say that it is a cognition by which one cognizes a

19 Gerard ofBologna, Quodlibet II, question 6.
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thing with complete immediacy, mediated neither by a species or exem
plary image, nor by an object other than the thing itself, having the
presence of the thing as its terminus.

This definition fuils for two reasons. First, the vision or intuition that
occurs in a dream is mediated by a species and comes to the eye through
imagination. It does not have the true presence of the thing as its terminus,
because its objects are absent. Yet this truly is an intuitive cognition, as was
evidentO above in many ways [and] stated in the claitns of Augustine and
the Commentator [nn. 82-83].

Second, this whole definition fits an imaginary cognition, which does
not occur through the mediation of any exemplar or image or any other
object that the person imagining views in cognizing. Otherwise the Rome
that is imagined by the founder of Rome would not be Rome itself, but
rather a kind of replica oOt. Nor {207} would a house in 'the mind of its
builder be the same as the house in the real world, which is the opposite
of what the Philosopher says in Metaphysics VII [ro34a23-24]. Thus it is
clear that someone imagining a thing reaches toward it without any me
dium serving as object, although perhaps imagination occurs through a
species serving as a formal medium, just as someone seeing sees through a
species. And if species are rejected in the case of sight, then it is not clear
why they could not be rejected for imagination. Then imagination will be
an immediate cognition reaching toward its object, without any species,
image, or exemplar, or any sort of medium serving as object. Yet it will
not be an intuition, because it reaches its object in an absentlike manner.
Therefore, that definition is poorly assigned.

Article 4. Reply to the Question

I I 3. Finally, as to the question itself, we should state what seems to be the
case, in four propositions.

I. Intuitive Cognition Is Possible within Intellect

The first proposition is that intuitive and imaginary cognitions are possible
within intellect.20 [II4] Certain things seem to preclude this, however. For

20 Here context requires taking the section title (this sentence) to be part of Aureol's original text.
Other section tides in Buytaert's edition, though present in the best manuscript, appear to be later
additions to the text; hence our translation follows them only loosely.
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a material cognition should not be posited within intel,lect, since the
intellect abstracts from the here and the now. But an intuitive cognition
seems to be material, both insofar as it is present and so inivolves simulta
neity of'duration and the now, and insofar as it actualizes and posits
existence, and so involves the here. Therefore it is not possible within
intellect.

II 5. Moreover, a cognition that would always put the intellect in error
,

is not suitable for intellect. But an intuitive cognition puts 'the intellect in
error. For it is agreed that every cognition can be presewed for a long
time within intellect, since it is immaterial and incorruptible. Therefore
the intellect will be tricked and deceived for as long as an intuitive
cognition is within it, unless the object is in truth present. But the intellect
{20S} will not be able to detect its presence. Therefore, it Will be deceived
by this sort of cognition. Therefore, it should not be postulated within
intellect.

II6. This is confirmed by the fact that, given the abov¢ remarks, God
is now deceived by having an intuitive cognition of' future events.
Through this cognition, of course, he judges that a thing to come exists at
present ~ which is fulse.

II7. These objections notwithstanding, the proposition'!s true. This is
evident as follows: It is clear that an intuitive cognition is, loftier than an
imaginary cognition, for many reasons. First, because it is more desirable.
For one who imagines something desires to see it, wherea$i one who sees
has no desire to imagine it. Second, because it is more enj@yable. For it is
more enjoyapie'to see a rose or something loved than to imagine it. Third,
beca~se it is clearer. For one who imagines something still ~xperiences that
he i;eJ;ains somewhat in the dark relative to that thing, wl}ereas one who
sees' the thing experiences being in the most thoroughly clear of cogni
tions. Fourth, because it is more certain. For a vision is ian experiential
cognition, whereas imagination is not. And for this reasQn De anima II
[42SaII] attributes truth to the senses, but deception and fullibility to
phantasia. Fifth, it follows from these remarks that it is mpre perfect and
ultimate. Thus it ultimately and most perfectly unites with ,its object. So if
intellective cognition is loftier than sensory cognition, then it is necessary
to posit within it the loftiest mode of cognizing, and consequently a mode
that is intuitivelike. But there is no doubt about the other mode in
question - namely, imaginary cognition. Therefore, each cpgnition should
be posited within intellect.

IIS. Moreover, a face-to-face cognition seems to be the same as an
intuitive and present cognition. But Scripture posits a face-to-face cogni-
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tion within intellect. For the Apostle says in I Corinthians 13:12 that now
we see through aglass, darkly (tlIat is, imaginarily), but then face to face (that is,
intuitively). Therefore these cognitions should be posited within intellect.

II9. Nor do the two arguments introduced above preclude this. The
first does not In. II4], because the materiality of sensory vision arises from
the fact that presence, directness, and actuality, which are posited as its
conditions [nn. 105---'7], are taken materially and locationally (situative).
Vision, for example, involves the object's Ioeational directness, because
everything seen is directly seen, along a direct line, imaginarily directed
from the eye to the thing seen, as is clear from the first proposition of the
book De speculis. Its presence too is Ioeational, because all things are seen
as they are locationally opposed and set apart (abiecta). Also, its actualization
is material, because everything seen {209} is judged to exist actually here
and now - that is, at the present time and at a given location.

Yet as applied to the intellect's intuitive cognition, these conditions are
not locational and material. For the intellect does nOt intuit along a direct
line, at the end ofwhich the object is located; nor doesitjudge the object
to be locationally present. For it abstracts from all of this. But it judges its
object to be present by a spiritual presence, which is not the concurrence
of two things located together, nor is it even based on location, but simply
on reality. So it is a presence without distance and closeness, without inside
and outside, and without here and there, as will become clear elsewhere.
In light of this, then, it should be said that such an intuitive cognition is
immaterial and abstract, and possible for the intellect.

120. The second objection In. IIS] too does not, with respect to the
natural order, preclude an intuitive cognition from being impressed on
intellect by an object and preserved by that same object - just as light is,
by the sun. And this does not cause the intellect to err, because once the
object is absent the intuitive cognition at once ceases to be. This is not the
case, however, for a cognition that is imaginarylike, because that remains
according to the power of the will and is not preserved by the object. This
difference arises from the proper character and nature of each cognition,
insofar as nature always does what is better (Physics II [198b18]).

The argument introduced as confirmationo In. II 6] also does not go
through. For an intuitive cognition in God is a present appearance relative
to (pro) that now in which the thing that is to be will be. It is not relative
to other nows, and for this reason the cognition is true.

121. Thus each of these cognitions should be posited within intellect,
although we do not experience intuitive cognition in this life because of
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its conjunction with sensory intuition. For although the: intellect of a
geometh intuits a triangle when he draws one in the dust and proves
through in~ellect something about its angles, still he does hot distinguish
this by experience, because he at the same time intuits thro¥gh sense. For,
as the Commentator expressly teaches in De Anima II [63,6$], the intellect
is mixed with the senses and views a sensory object placed in its presence,
just as it is mixed with phantasia and views an object of phantasia in the
absence of sensible objects. {210}

2. Intellect Can Cognize God in Each ~y

122. The second proposition is that the intellect can have an imaginary
and absentlike cognition of God, and a present and intuitiv~like cognition
of God, just as it can of other things. This is dear in a nu;mber of ways.
For if it were incompatible with deity to be conceived in a nonpresent,
imaginarylike manner, then this would be repugnant to it' either because
it is nothing other than pure, subsistent existence, or because it is present
in reality everywhere, and so he who cognizes deity cognizes that it is
present to himse1£ But neither of these stands in the way, because pure
existence can be cognized itnaginarily, in an absent manner. Also, a thing
can be known to be present and most intimateO through,its penetrating
[our minds] in an imaginary manner. One will in this way be certain of
this, yet one will not see it as present. Therefore, it is in rJ.o way incom
patible with deity to be cognized in an imaginarylike manner.

123. More6~r, the essence of God can appear and conform the intel
lect to i~selr in just as many ways as can the quiddity of a c~eature. But the
quid~ity ofaxQSe (and every created entity) can appear ~o the intellect
both" in a present manner and in an absent, imaginarylike; manner. Also,
the intellect can be conformed to it in both ways. Therefore, so too for
the divine essence, it seems.

124. Moreover, pure act and pure actuality can be cognized in an
imaginarylike manner. Otherwise it would not be proved jin metaphysics
that God is pure act. But no other argument is offered by: those positing
that God can only be intuitively cognized, except that' he cannot be
cognized unless one understands that he is pure act and that he actually
exists. Therefore, there appears to be no argument why the iessence of God
cannot be cognized in an imaginarylike manner. But it is' granted by all
that he is intuitively cognized by the blessed. Therefore it is dear that each
of these cognitions of God is possible,
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3. That Only an Intuitive Cognition <if God Is Beatific

125. The third proposition is that a cognition of the distinct and sheer
essence of God can be beatific only if it will have been intuitive. This is
clear as fo.llows. It is certain that the inte.llect's beatitude consists in its best
operation (according to the Philosopher in Ethics I [1098a7-18] and X
[II77aIl-18]). {2II} But an imaginary cognition of the divine essence,
however sheer and distinct, is not the loftiest operation ofintellect. Instead,
an intuitive cognition still remains the best, as was clear above in the first
proposition In. II7]. Therefore, only an intuitive cognition, and in no
wayan imaginary one, will make the intellect happy.

126. Moreover, a cognition that excites desire rather than quenching it
does not have the character of something ultimate. As a consequence it is
not beatitude, which is posited as the ultimate end. But an imaginary
cognition of God does not quench the desire to see God but rather excites
it, as is apparent for anything that is loved. Therefore, as before.

127. Moreover, no cognition of deity beatifies an intellect if it leaves
that intellect in darkness and obscurity with respect to deity. But an
imaginarylike cognition of deity - however distincdy, sheerly, and imagi
natively it is conceived - would leave the intellect in darkness and obscu
rity. For deity would remain absent to intellect until intellect discerned it
as present. Therefore, a cognition of this sort does not beatify intellect.

4· Knowledge <if the Articles <if Faith

128. The fourth proposition is that if such a cognition is called a light,
there is no doubt that such a light can be provided to a wayfarer, nor is
there doubt that through it one will demonstratively know the articles of
our faith.

129. The first point is easily established. For ifan imaginarylike intellec
tion of the proper and distinct essence of God is impossible for a wayfarer,
this is so for one of two reasons. First, because it is formally beatific; this
is not an obstacle because the opposite has just been proved [nn. 125~27].

Second, because it has a necessary connection to intuitive cognition (as
some imagine), insofar as it appears that, for us, inIagination presupposes
sense and the abstraction of a universal presupposes that a particular has
been intuited. Also, God does not cognize things in an imaginarylike way
without first having an intuition of himsel£ And thus it {212} seems to
some that abstractive cognition is connected, as if necessarily so, to intui
tive cognition. But this is not an obstacle. First, the truth teaches that one
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can have an abstractive cognition of things one has had no intuitive
cognition of- as appears with the infused wisdom of Solomon, in whom
God perhaps infused the species of things that Solomon had Ilever seen.
Also, according to some,21 God could infuse the species of :colors into
someone born blind, and likewise the angels had the speci~ of things
infused before they had intuitively cognized them. Second, w~atever the
connection is between,these two cognitions as regards their generation,
nevertheless imaginary cognition is separate from intuitive cbgnition in
existence, as experience teaches. Consequently, they could ,have been
detached through divine power in their generation, so that God provides
an abstractive cognition without an intuitive one. Therefore, it is not
evident how an imaginary intellection of God's sheer essence is' impossible
for a wayfarer.

130. It is not difficult to prove the second point either., For every
cognition by which one cognizes the cause of why something exists and
that it is impossible for it to be otherwise is a luminous cognition and truly
produces knowledge, according to the Philosopher in Posterio~ Ana/yties I
[71b9-12]. But an imaginary intellection of God's sheer essence leads
evidently to the cause and basis of those truths we believe, land shows
clearly that it is impossible for those truths to be otherwise. For deity is
the basis of all things believed of God, and consequently is their cause.
Therefore, it is possible for a light to be provided to a wayfaret, by which
he will know - even propter quid" - the truthsO believed of IGod: both
those regarding ':'\C.hat is possible (for example, that God was able to be
incarnated, etc.) ;fu.1l those regarding what is actual (for exarnpl¢, that God
is actually):hree and one).

"'b"t

Reply to the Initial Arguments

1. The First Set of Arguments

131. Regarding the initial arguments introduced above, it should be said
to the first In. 6] that knowability lies hidden in propositions not on
account of the words that are spoken, but rather on acco(mt of the

21 C£ Scotus, OrdinatiQ 1,3.1.4 n. 234.
22 Knowledge propter quid is knowledge based on a thing's cause: We understand an event or a fact

because we understa.'nd what caused it to occur. This is superior to knowledge quia,. by which we
simply know that something is the case without understanding why it is the case.
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concepts. And for this reason the articles of faith are not knowable under
the concepts a wayfarer possesses of these terms {213} - not by any
provided light [except for one] by which the proper concepts of these
terms are possessed. But such a light would be nothing other than an
imaginarylike cognition of the sort discussed. Nor does it help to say that
these propositions are either mediate or immediate. For it should be said
that they are immediate under their proper concepts, whereas they are
mediate under common and confused concepts. But one cannot reach that
which is mediating except through a light leading to the proper concepts
from which, as if through mediating premises, these propositions can be
demonstrated under their common concepts.

'32. To the second [no 7] it should be said that between the light of
glory and the light of faith God can produce the intermediary light of an
imaginarylike cognition of deity. But as long as one's concepts of the terms
remain confused, he cannot produce that light that is sought, because of
the incompatibility touched on earlier [no 47].

'33. To the third [no 8] it should be said that that demonstrative knowl
edge, intermediary between faith and vision, can be nothing other than
the imaginary cognition discussed in the main reply.

134. To the fourth [no 9] it should be said that by "necessary argu
ments," Richard of St. Victor means those that are higWy plausible and
effective, not those that are absolutely necessary. Anselm means much the
same, in The Incarnation 'if the lMlrd [ch. 6], when he says that in his works
he has added necessary arguments to what we hold by faith.

135. To the flith [no 10] it should be said that God could provide alight
by which one would cognize that the truths about God are not impossible
relative to propositions taken from creatures. But as regards whether they
could be impossible relative to the proper notion of deity, God cannot
make this known to someone without providing him with a light by
which the notion of deity is cognized. Nor does it work, after refuting
every syllogism mistaken in matter and in form, for one to infer that this
or that is possible in God. For it can be self-contradictory due to its proper
notion, which is unknown to us.

'36. To the sixth [no II], it should be said that God did not suddenly
provide the prophets with a light supplying evidentness. Rather, he sup- .
plied an adherence greater than the adherence of faith, on account of the
syllogism discussed in the previous question.

'37. To the seventh [no 12], it should be said that a cognition of the
premises taken separately is the efficient cause ofa cognition ofthe conclu-
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sion. {214} Nevertheless, that cognition has the truth of the conclusion as
the object toward which it extends, and it has the truth of tM principle as
its formal basis (ratione) - inasmuch as it is [just] a single cognij:ion pertain
ing to each truth. Therefore, a cognition of the conclusiol1 cannot be
separated by divine power from the truth of the principle. the reply to
the eighth [nn. 13-14] is clear for the same reason, because th~ same holds
for principles in relation to their terms.

138. To the last [no IS], it should be said that when the sa,nts claim to
possess demonstrative knowledge and an understanding of the creeds be
yond fuith, they mean the theological disposition discussed in lthe previous
question.23

2. The Second Set '!f Arguments

139. To the arguments introduced second [un. 16-22], it s~ould be said
that their conclusion is true. But those arguments that rely on,. distinction
between God's essence and existence [nn. 19,22], and between his essence
and presence [nn. 20, 22], so that his essence could be conce\ved without
his existence and presence, they are not framed very effectively. For they
seem to suppose that existence and presence could not be cognized in an
imaginarylike and abstractive manner.

3. The Third Set '!f Arguments

140. To the ~""-ents introdue.ed in opposition [to the first set of argu
ments] it should'be said that although in proving the impossibility of such
a light ili"eir conEwsions are true, nevertheless their means of ~rgumentare
not eJ!ective.

141. So it should be said to the first [no 23] that appealing to the apostles
and the holy doctors does not prove when a light will have been provided.
For the Apostle's claim that we walk through faith and not thrt1ugh sight was
spoken not in his own voice !persona) or the voice of the ap,ostles, but in
the voice of the Church. Also, the claim that the holy doct",rs could not
have passed that knowledge on to us in their books is dertainly true
inasmuch as we lack the light by which to cognize the prbgressionO of
their knowledge - though they have passed it on - just as ai dullard does
not cognize the progression {21S} ofknowledge in geometrYi Or it should

23 Prooemium QI, esp. nn. 92-95 (ed. Buytaert, pp. 159-60).
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be said that although it was possible for such a light to have been provided,
it nevertheless was not beneficial for it to be provided to the saints,
inasmuch as it would not have made for merit [on their part].

'42. To the second In. 24] it should be said that such a light should not
have been provided during baptism, because not all the faithful need it. It
should have been provided only to those who are studious and who want
to acquire the knowledge of theology, which one cannot acquire without
that light.

'43. To the third In. 25], two things should be said. First, such a light
will still be possible in the intellect of a wayfarer, even if it excludes faith.
For demonstrative knowledge, even if it is supposed to exclude faith, does
not suppose [anything] that falls· outside this state of life; only intuition
does that. Second, it is doubtful that faith could not coincide with such a
light. But we should refrain from discussing this issue until elsewhere.

'44. To the fourth In. 26] it should be said that that light is intermedi
ary by participation - not synthesized from the other two lights, but
approaching each one. Of such an intermediary it is not true that it
exceeds in worth the loftier extreme; this is clear for the rational soul,
which is intermediary between the angels and natural forms, and yet does
not exceed the angels. Nor even is it always true that a medium synthe
sized from its extremes exceeds the one that is loftier: for a mule is not
loftier than a horse, nor is red a loftier color than white, since white is the
measure of colors, as is clear from Metaphysics X [ch. I].

'45. To the fifth In. 27] it should be said that its conclusion is entirely
correct: No light can provide an evident cognition of an article of faith
without providing a distinct cognition of the terms of those articles.
But what it then adds is not true: that only the light of glory can ptovide
such a distinct cognition of God. For there can bea distinct coguition
short of the light of glory, even though it would not be visual, but
imaginarylike.

146. To the sixth In. 28] it should be said that it is not absurd for
someone having such a disposition to adhere both on the authority of
Christ's teaching (and thus through faith) and on account of such a light.
For authority and reason can come together on the sarne point. Or, it
should be said that if such a light were provided, the one possessing it
would not adhere through faith, and yet he would not on that account be
placed outside this state of life. {216}
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4. The Fourth Set of Arguments

147. To those that were introduced last against an abstractive or
imaginarylike cognition of God, it should be said to the firstl In. 29] that
an imaginarylike cognition of the essence of deity, however di~tinct"isnot
beatific. Only an intuitive cognition is beatific, as was stated jn the body
of the question [nn. 125-27].

148. To the second In. 30] it should be said that in God'an intuitive
cognition is loftier than an imaginary cognition. But it does not follow
from this that the actuality of things adds perfection to divine,knowledge.
For God had an intuitive cognition from eternity, even when things did
not exist, as will be stated in the course of this book.

149. To the third In. 3I] it should be said that even when: an intuitive
and an imaginary cognition concern the same object, they, still do not
extend toward it in a uniform way, nor is their aspect the s'\ille. Conse
quently it is not true, as that argument concludes, that if one i$ beatific the
other is too.

ISO. To the fourth In. 32] it should be said that it is not tlje relation of
presence that beatifies someone intuiting God, but the diviJ1e essence as
apprehended in the loftiest manner of cognizing, an intuitive manner.

151. To the fifth In. 33] two things should be said. First the divine
essence and its existence differ conceptually, as will become ~pparent be
10w.24 Second, God's existence and actuality can be cognized in an imagi
narylike way.

152; To the ~Mh In. 34] it should be said that an abstractive cognition,
as it is ta1>en here: is not that by which a universal is cognized ih abstraction
from aSlhgular,Jwt is rather as an imaginarylike intellection; which God
can pr6vide without an intuitive cognition, as was said in the! body of the
question [nn. III, 129]. The reply to the seventh argument [Ij.. 35] is clear
for the same reason.

153. To the eighth In. 36] it should be said that such an imaginary
cognition extends to God's sheer essence. As was stated above In. II2],
this would not make it intuitive. ToO what is then added about a represen
tation, it should be said that either this imaginary cognitiol\1 would not
occur through an intervening species, but would be a pure act preserved
in the mind through divine power, or if it were to occur thropgh a species
(not objectively representing [God] but formally determinin,g [the intel-

Z4 Scriptum d. 8 sec. 21 [= QI], nn. IOI-t2 (ed. Buytaert pp. 918-22).
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lect]) then nothing absurd would be claimed according to those who claim
that God will be seen in heaven through a species. {217}

154. To the final argument In. 37] it should be said that a visuallike and
intuitiveo cognition within intellect is not material, as was said above [no
II9]. But the phrase 'abstractive cognition' is not very appropriate. Hence
it can more fittingly be called imaginarylike, as with these others, visuallike
and intuitivelike. For each phrase is carried oVer from sensory cognition to
the intellect. .




